FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

11/22/2017 (Portland, Oregon)

**JML Films LLC** has partnered **EUE/Sokolow** to develop a TV limited series based on true events about the 1979 nuclear meltdown at Three Mile Island.

Executive Producer Jill Murphy Long and Consulting Producer Stacey Griffiths have joined Executive Producers Sam Sokolow and Jeff Cooney and Producer Sheila Hawkins of **EUE/Sokolow** in Beverly Hills, California to produce a global television event set against political and environmental issues that affect us all.

Recently, **EUE/Sokolow** produced **Genius**, with the series’ first season following the life of Albert Einstein with Academy Award winners Geoffrey Rush starring as Einstein and Ron Howard directing the pilot episode. Season One of **Genius** was recognized with ten, 2017 Emmy nominations including “Best Limited Series”. **Genius** has been renewed for a second season, which follows artist Pablo Picasso.

**JML Films LLC** is based in Portland, Oregon and was founded on the ethics of **Justice, Mercy and Love**. Jill Murphy Long was born and raised in Pennsylvania and wrote the original script based on her personal experiences.